RNDr. Peter Bezák, PhD.
Chair of the Landscape Europe c.a.

Akademická 2
949 01 Nitra
Slovak Republic

in .......(place and date).........

Subject:
REQUEST FOR ADHESION OF ........(UNIVERSITY/INSTITUTE/etc.).... TO THE LANDSCAPE EUROPE c.a.

Dear Dr. Bezák,

With regard to Article 3.2 of the Constitution of the Landscape Europe c.a., an interdisciplinary network of national research institutes with expertise in landscape issues, I hereby inform you that the ......(Institute/University/etc.)...... wishes to adhere to the Landscape Europe c.a.

According to art. 1.3. of the Internal regulations, ......(Mr./Mrs./Dr./Prof./etc.)...... will represent the ...... (Institute/University/etc.) ..... in the General Assembly of the Landscape Europe c.a.

Yours sincerely,